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Off the Page and Into Action! 
Creating Dynamic Learning 

Experiences for Adults

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tammy: Welcome to Off the Page and Into Action! We’re excited to see so many of you here – aren’t we Lyn?Lyn: We sure are, Tammy!Tammy: We have some great things planned for the next 90 minutes. So let’s get started!



Think about a great 
learning experience 
you had as an adult. 

What made it a 
positive experience?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tammy: Think-Pair-Share (2-3 minutes)Think about a great class or other learning experience you had as an adult. What made it a positive experience for you? After you think for a moment, find a partner. Please introduce yourselves if you don’t know each other. Share your thoughts about your previous learning experience with your partner.When you hear the bell (ding) please finish up your discussion. Does anyone have a question about the activity?Image: https://pxhere.com/en/photo/681808



Learning Objectives 

Adult Learning Principles

Engagement Strategies

Facilitation Techniques

Action

Learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TammyTake a moment to review the learning objectives on your handout. Introduce ourselvesTammy: I’d like to introduce my co-presenter, Lyn BrockLyn: and I’d like to introduce Tammy McMurdo.We’d also like to give a shout out to Lauren Snowden who works with the Statewide Master Gardener Program. Lauren provided a lot of helpful feedback and information for this session.



Learners’ Agreements

Participate actively
Value others’ thoughts
Ask yourself –

how can I use this information?
Share what you learn
Ask questions
Have fun!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TammyLet’s also read through the proposed learner agreements for this session. If you have questions we can’t answer, we’ll put them on the Bike Rack  (show Bike Rack).Give us a thumbs up if you agree with these statements.Image: https://pixabay.com/en/check-thumbs-up-yes-agree-consent-3183190/



Adult Learning - Everything Counts!

Lesson Plan – adult learning/learner-centered

Learning Environment

Engagement and Facilitation - Techniques and Tools

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lyn:In adult learning - Everything Counts! Everything the learner hears, sees, and feels sends a message and affects their learning process.As you plan your lesson or training keep in mind how adults learn best. We will briefly review some characteristics of adult learners and some principles of learner-centered education.We sometimes underestimate the importance of the learning environment. We will talk briefly about some strategies to set up a good environment and why it’s important.Finally, we will discuss some techniques and tools you can use to engage learners, and facilitate group interactions.Many of you are probably familiar with at least some of what we’ll be discussing. We hope you’ll share your knowledge with others in the group!



Adult 
Learners

Learn by 
Doing

Need  
Relevance -

WHY?

Goal or 
task 

oriented

Self-
directed

Like to be 
respected

Bring 
experience 

and 
knowledge

Malcom Knowles (1970)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LynMalcom Knowles proposed these 6 characteristics of adult learners.We learn best by doing – not memorizing.Understanding why we will benefit by learning this information or skill is crucial.New learning we can use immediately to achieve a goal, solve a problem or complete a task is best.We are internally motivated - we learn when we are ready to learn.Respect ties in with self-direction – adults prefer to control what, when, where and how we learn.Effective teaching helps us connect our prior knowledge and experience to new learning. 



R - Respect
I - Immediate Usefulness
S - Safety
E - Engagement and Inclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lyn: The acronym RISE summarizes approaches to use with adult learners.Respect – Acknowledge the experience adults bring with them. Affirm the learner as the decision-maker in their own learning process.Immediate Usefulness – adults learn best when they can see how what they are learning is significant to them now. Safety – The way learning tasks are designed and discussions are facilitated should foster a sense of safety in which learners can take risks. Engagement and Inclusion – Adults should be able to trust that their perspective matters and that their voice is invited and heard.Image: https://pixabay.com/en/hot-air-balloon-colorful-blue-sky-1305605/



Relevance – why? Respect

Goal/Task Oriented Immediate Usefulness

Self-Directed Safety

Prior Experience Engagement and Inclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lyn:Activity: 3 minutesChoose one of the concepts we just discussed. Think for a minute about what came to mind as we discussed that concept – either about your own learning, or how you could use that concept in your teaching or training. We also invite you to write down your thoughts on your handout.Find a partner. Each of you take one minute to share your thoughts with your partner. When you hear the bell finish up your conversation.



Learner-Centered Approach:
Anchor – Add – Apply – Away 

Connect prior experience to new learning

Reflect and set goals

Beginning and End are crucial!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tammy:Let’s look at an approach to planning your lesson so it incorporates the principles we just discussed.  The LCE approach we’re going to discuss is described using the 4-A’s: First activity in your lesson plan is the Anchor – this activity draws on learners’ prior experience and connects it to the new learning that will take place. The last activity - or the Away – allows the learner to reflect on what they learned and how they will apply it. In the Away activity learners should set goals. Setting goals promotes behavior change and provides a sense of accomplishment and completion for the learner.The most impactful learning occurs at the beginning, and the 2nd most impactful learning occurs at the end of a learning experience. Don’t short-change these bookends to the lesson. 



Learner-Centered Approach:
Anchor – Add – Apply – Away 

New information in small ‘chunks’

Practice skills

Reflect – discuss 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TammyBetween the beginning and the end of your lesson you’ll be presenting new information.In the meat of your lesson,  the learner-centered approach is to Add information in small amounts and then Apply – give learners a chance to use the information or skill soon after presenting it.You wouldn’t dump the whole can of paint at once – you take out  little at a time and apply it!We remember best when we practice a skill or activity and reflect or talk about it.For hands-on skills provide a chance to practiceFor concepts, learners can discuss in pairs or groups, or take a moment for quiet reflection



Learner-Centered Approach - Benefits

Improved retention of new learning

Greater behavior change/improved performance

Immediate feedback

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tammy: Some of the benefits of a learner-centered approach are:Better retention of new information learnedGreater behavior change or improvement in performanceImmediate feedback – so you can adjust or individualize your teaching



Learner-Centered Approach - Challenges

Can’t cover as much information

Requires more preparation

Challenging with large groups

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tammy:Some of the challenges of this approach are:Can’t cover as much information  - but learners retain what you do cover!Requires more preparation than lecture formatCan be challenging with large groupsActivity: Let’s pause for a moment to reflect. We’ll invite you to write down one thing that is memorable to you so far and one way you can apply something you’ve learned.



Learning Styles

Visual – show me

Auditory – tell me

Kinesthetic – let me do it

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LynHow many of you completed the learning styles questionnaire we sent you the link for?Visual learners – glasses sign		Auditory learners – touch your ears	Kinesthetic learners – move your handsV-A-K is a simple way to describe learning styles. Learning style refers to the way you prefer to receive new information. We all use multiple learning styles but tend to prefer one mode more strongly than others. It’s best to include a variety of content and activities in your learning plan to meet the needs for different learning styles.A resource list including links to more detailed information about learning styles and the more complex concept of multiple intelligences will be available after the session.Images: https://pixabay.com/en/eye-see-viewing-icon-1103593/; https://pixabay.com/en/ear-icon-ear-hearing-ear-phenotype-2797533/; https://pixabay.com/en/logo-fitness-district-sport-1861421/



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3LdEwYDDJBg

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Video 3:30Activity: Divide into groups of 4 people. Ask one member of your group to come up and get a card and a pack of post-it notes. Brainstorm learning activities that would address the learning style on your card. Write them on post-its and add them to the posters for that learning style.Discuss a few examples.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3LdEwYDDJBg


Learning begins at the door…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TammyEverything Counts! Everything the learner hears, sees, and feels sends a message and affects their learning process.So now let’s talk about creating an environment that supports adult learning.This looks kind of like the room we’re in…Image: https://pxhere.com/en/photo/489447



Make a 
Good 
First 
Impression

Atmosphere and Logistics

Warm Welcome

Engagement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tammy – When you came in to the room you had the chance to pick up a handout titled Learning Environment Checklist. This list will help you enhance your learning environment.Ideally, arrange seating so learners can see each other and easily form groups. If your room can’t be set up the way you would like - think ahead about ways you can work around the set-up you have.Room flow is also important . For example, avoid a bottleneck at the registration table.Do your best to make the room comfortable and inviting.  Soft music in backgroundGreet people as they arriveName tags – so you can refer to your learners by name. Depending on the participant, they may prefer their first name only.Have an activity available when learners enter the room – this promotes immediate engagement and helps avoid awkward waiting time.Activity: Move around the room and practice your ‘welcome to class’ greeting with at least 3 peopleImage: https://pixabay.com/en/welcome-welcoming-door-office-open-3182972/



Always 
Be 

Prepared

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TammyAnother key to making a good impression is to be prepared. Arrive early enough so you can set up for class well before the start time. Your checklist includes a few set-up reminders. If you’re ready early then you’re free to greet your participants and talk with them instead of scurrying around..Another aspect of being prepared is to practice conducting your lesson until you are comfortable. You also need to practice your presentation skills – this helps create the learning environment you want. On the back side of the Learning Environment checklist is a list of presentation skills.It’s really frustrating to a learner if they aren’t able to hear you.Eye contact helps you connect with the learners. Make a pattern for yourself so you don’t keep looking at the same people. Use open gestures to maintain an atmosphere of respect and invite participation. Image: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:US_Navy_081004-N-5345W-021_Cub_Scouts_prepare_to_parade_the_colors.jpg



Engagement 
and 

Facilitation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LynBefore we move on, let’s pause for a moment and look at our learning objectives. You have some space on your handout to jot a quick note about the first 2 objectives.Now we’re going to talk about other strategies to increase learner engagement as well as some facilitation techniques.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
LynLet’s think back for a moment to our lesson plan. One of our learner-centered strategies was to provide new information in small ‘chunks’ followed by practice, discussion, and/or reflection.https://pxhere.com/en/photo/198611



Learning Activities

Tailor to the group
Quiet reflection
Participation level 

– learner’s choice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LynAs we discussed earlier it’s important to include a variety of types of activities. If you know your group you can tailor activities to what works best for that group.Remember to include quiet reflective activities or those who may not be as social as others.Pause periodically to recap, check-in about learning objectives, and build in goal-settingWhen you facilitate activities – always let learners know that their level of participation is their choice. The more risk the learner takes on in the activity, the more thought you should give to providing alternate ways for learners to be engaged. Examples are activities involving physical abilities, competition, skits, or singing.



Partner Interactions
Pairs, trios
Small groups

Clear instructions
Give a time frame

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LynPartner interactions also promote safety – a shy participant can try out speaking to one or two people instead of the whole group. Partner interactions engage more learners – everyone has a chance to speak.They allow adults to learn from each others’ experiences.Partner interactions can be in pairs, trios, or in small groups. It’s recommended to limit group size to 4.Make sure everyone understands what they are to discuss.Always give a time frame for the partner interaction – so the learners can share the time, and so they know when they will be expected to re-join as a large group.Image: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Children_sharing_a_milkshake.jpg



Large 
Group 

Discussion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LynIn large group discussion one of the most important strategies is asking open-ended questionsNo set correct answerInvites the learner to use their experiences Equally important: Wait for responses. Allow silence – count to 5.LISTEN, acknowledge participation - Thank You Invite responses – don’t call on peopleInvite learners to stand sometimes instead of raising hands (popcorn)Bike Rack for questions you can’t answer/don’t have timeClass response technologyImage: https://pixnio.com/people/crowd/african-american-man-was-one-of-a-number-of-attendees-to-a-town-hall-meeting



Make it Memorable!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TammyIf you are able to connect with your learners on an emotional level, they not only retain information better but they are more likely to apply what they learn to their lives.Learners need to wrap their minds around it, get their hands on it, and their hearts into it!Story-telling is a good way to reach learners’ emotions. You can either find a good story, share a story from your life, or invite learners to share their stories.Activities can connect to emotion or prior experience – like the penny activity. (on resource sheet)Using the five senses can also make learning memorable. Use music in addition to words, bring items for learners to touch, smell, and taste.Do something unexpected – tell half the story and let learners wait for the ending. Use something unexpected like a mystery box, or unusual facts.Image: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:People_watching_early_phase_of_2017_solar_eclipse_in_Riverside_Park,_Rexburg,_ID.jpg



3-2-1
GO!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tammy3-2-1 ReviewWe’ll finish our session by reflecting and creating an action plan.On you handout you have space to jot down 3 things you remember, 2 strategies you plan to use in the future, and 1 strategy you will use during your next class or training.Take a few minutes to reflect and write, then we’ll share.Form a circle/oval. When music starts, walk clockwise around the oval. When the music stops, find the person standing opposite you. Discuss your ‘one strategy’ with your partner.



Lyn Brock  rlbrock@ucanr.edu

Tammy McMurdo tjmcmurdo@ucdavis.edu

mailto:rlbrock@ucanr.edu
mailto:tjmcmurdo@ucdavis.edu
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